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Giving and Receiving Feedback
Seminar Content:
 Feedback relates to behavior in the past,
given in the present,
with hope to influence the behavior in the future.
 Welcome feedback as a constructive way to help you develop and improve your skills
and performance.
What is the purpose of feedback?
 To support the feedback recipient
 to provide the feedback recipient with information about the impact on the feedback giver
What are characteristics of useful feedback?
 Useful feedback is supportive.
 Useful feedback is continual.
 Useful feedback is detailed.
Reinforcement and redirection
 Reinforce what is good
 Redirect what may be improved or bettered
 Focus on acts -- not attitude
 future oriented
 Supportive
 Continual
Ineffective types of feedback are:
 Silence
 Attacking personal abilities
 Being unspecific
Characteristics of effective feedback:
 it is planned
 it is given in I-messages
 limited to incident being feedbacked
Good feedback is
 Specific
 Accurate
 Inquiring
 without evitable delay
Good feedback includes
 Self-assessment first
 positive and improvable aspects
 courage of the feedback giver to address uncomfortable aspects
 confidential treatment of the content of the feedback
 balance of reinforcing and redirecting aspects
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Feedback is always/will always be
 Requested
 Appropriate
 Clear
 Accurate
 Timely
 Specific
 Descriptive
 Useful
To receive feedback
 be open, remain open and receptive
To profit from feedback
 do not argue about the feedback
 do not defend yourself
 do not criticize the feedback giver
 do not explain your rationale or reasons
 Listen to what is being said
 Be aware of immediate reactions
 concentrate on content
 Question if you don't understand
 Ask for help/suggestions/ideas
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